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ABSTRACT More than 90% of ammonia emission originates from agricultural and
about 97% of the emission from agriculture originates from livestock and related
activities. About 50% of the livestock emissions originate from the livestock buildings
and manure storage. The production of animals has to comply with several environmental
requirements. The monitoring of ammonia emission out of agricultural buildings and
storage systems is one of them. A condition for effective monitoring is the availability of
a cheap measuring technique, which is not available for the moment for the storage
systems. Nowadays, for mechanically ventilated barns, intermittent measurement
technique is used. It is based on continuous monitoring of easily measureable variables
such as ventilation rate, temperature, and animal’s weight and number together with
intermittent measurement of ammonia emission rate at six well selected days per year.
The easily measureable variables allow to model ammonia emission rate continuously.
The latter one is used to calibrate the model regularly. Unfortunately, for naturally
ventilated agricultural buildings and manure stores, intermittent measurement technique
has never been tried due to lack of reliable ventilation rate measurement system which
provides accurate estimation of ammonia emission rate. The main objective of this paper
is to represent a procedure to determine the ammonia emission from manure storage
systems in the field, based on intermittent measurements technique. In this study, two
experimental tanks were filled with fattening pig slurry; one of them was covered with a
mechanically ventilated cover. Dynamic ammonia measurements from the covered tank
were used to calculate ammonia emission. A procedure was developed based on the
knowledge that ammonia emission is strongly related to some easily measurable variables
such as near manure surface air temperature (u_1) and manure surface temperature (u_2).
The paper demonstrates the possibilities of model-based procedures for the determination
of ammonia emission with a limited number of measuring days (Figure 1.). Steady-state
regression model (equation 1) was good enough to calculate the cumulative ammonia
emission over the whole period with accuracy better than 8%.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation showing the intermittent measurement method to estimate the ammonia
emission from manure storage over a certain period. S1 and S2 are temperature sensors; NH3 is the ammonia
emission sensor; u1 and u2 are near manure surface air and manure surface temperatures, respectively; a and b are
the model parameters.
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